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2018 Rehabilitation Award

412 Ridgewood Street



The 2018 Residential Rehabilitation went to John Paul Geurts and Robert 

Stolt for restoring the home at 412 E. Ridgewood St., located in the Lake 

Eola Heights Historic District. Over the years, the home was slowing 

deteriorating and easy to miss the interesting details. The home was used 

as a winter residence for the Cochron family for nearly a hundred years, 

passing through four generations.  



Initially the house appeared to be in good shape considering its age. The new 

owners’ excitement quickly faded when they realized how much termite 

damage was done to both the interior and the exterior. On the exterior, 

damaged decorative rafter roof tails were replaced with custom milled 

replicas. 



Siding was replaced on the east and south sides as well as the garage. 

The porch had been enclosed with screen many years ago and all the 

windows were covered with security grates. Those were removed to 

reveal the original character of the façades. The amazingly large 

original windows were restored. New paint and restoration of the 

window screens completed the exterior. 



On the inside, things were not as easy. The existing heart pine floors had been 

severely damaged by termites and were beyond repair. The floors were replaced and 

damaged trim was restored. The kitchen and bathroom were reconfigured, updated 

and made fit for modern living. 





The home has all of its original charm and Tudor inspired exterior details and is ready 

for another chapter in an already long existence.   Thank you John Paul and Robert 

for your efforts to insure this historic home will survive long into the future. 



More                                                 

2018 Historic Preservation Month 

Activities



On April 29, 2018, Orange Preservation Trust gave an “Outstanding Achievement in 

Historic Preservation” award to Grace Hagedorn for all the work she has done 

researching the history of the College Park neighborhoods, her research into the 

work of artist Sam Stoltz and historic preservation in general.  

Above: Historic Preservation Officer, Richard Forbes and OPT President Raymond 

Cox honor Grace’s achievements with an official proclamation that April 29, 2018 

was Grace Hagedorn day in the city of Orlando.



On May 2, 2018, The City held the ribbon cutting on the Tinker Field History 

Plaza. The display has a tremendous amount of information which highlights the 

history of the field and Orlando.  


